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AI-Powered Contracts
Analysis & Risk Review

Explore XtractEdge 
Contract Analysis 
to mitigate 
contractual risks, 
identify key clauses 
and terms, reduce 
the negotiation 
cycle by extracting 
insights from 
contracts and legal 
documents to 
make smarter 
business decisions
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XtractEdge Contract Analysis has 
the answers

Are you equipping your legal team with 
right tools to review contracts efficiently?

Are you worried about the risks hidden
in your vendor and supplier contracts?

Are you enabling your legal team with 
insights rather than data?

Are you worried about longer Contract
Negotiation cycles?

XtractEdge Contract Analysis can identify and extract key clauses and 
terms from your contracts

XtractEdge Contract Analysis can help mitigate your contractual risks 
by comparing and redlining clauses and terms

XtractEdge Contract Analysis can reduce your negotiation cycle by 
enhanced contract review & analysis

Typical Industry Challenges

Complex hierarchy between the contracts, their sub-agreements and related
documents which constantly change over time

Complexity in analyzing contracts due to multi-party agreements, global delivery
models, pricing constructs etc

Constant threat of revenue leakage as a result of mismanagement of contracts
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XtractEdge Contract Analysis leverages advanced Machine Learning 
techniques based on Computer Vision and NLP to turbocharge the process 
of analyzing and reviewing contracts. It provides an intuitive workbench 
with different personas to fast and easy training with human in the loop 
review to detect and extract intents and entities from contracts and to 
review and correct the predicted elements if needed. The product provides:
 

Understanding contracts with
XtractEdge Contract Analysis

Comprehensive Risk Assessment module to identify your risk exposure through
various contractual terms and clauses

In-built Search capability to search for favorable or non-favorable clauses from a
large corpus of contracts

In-bulit models for MSA, NDA and SOW contracts and flexibility to create models for
customer specific contract types

Hooks to integrate with upstream & downstream applications
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How XtractEdge Contract Analysis 
can help

The XtractEdge Contract Analysis 
Advantage

Risk reduction: Ease of reading and interpreting the documents can mitigate revenue
leakage and ensure accurate and timely recognition

Superior compliance: Ease of compliance verification accelerates updates due to the 
ability to link various document contract types

Increased versatility and visibility: This facilitates transversal to search and retrieve
information

Improved time management: Legal department's time saved in dealing with legal
documents on an ongoing basis

Minimal IT intervention: System can be easily configured by business and SMEs with
minimal intervention from IT

Out of the Box analysis for SOWs, MSAs, NDAs, LIBOR and GDPR

100+ intents and 300+ pre-trained entities in clause library to extract key terms and clauses

Prevent revenue
leakage

Improve
Productivity

Reduce Contract
negotiation cycle

Ensure
contractual
compliance
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XtractEdge Contract Analysis

One of the largest communications company

Had more than 3 million historic multi-party contracts with high variation in 
contract clauses and unique contract templates, terms and clauses. They wanted 
quick visibility to favorable clauses for revenue gains. XtractEdge Contract Analysis 
achieved 60% productivity increase for the Client and 98% accuracy in contract 
clause extraction with automated contract analysis.

60%
Productivity Increase

98%
Clause Extraction accuracy

The XtractEdge Impact:

For a leading Financial Services company

XtractEdge CA processed the historic load of 24K+ global procurement contracts 
with implementation of automated ingestion of documents and metadata from their 
procurement system of records into XtractEdge Contract Analysis for extraction of 
Terms, Clauses and Risk Scoring

10x
Productivity Increase

60%
Contract Cycle time reduction

The XtractEdge Impact:

Insights make business better.
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About EdgeVerve
EdgeVerve Systems Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Infosys, is a global leader in developing digital platforms, assisting clients to unlock unlimited possibilities in 
their digital transformation journey. Our purpose is to inspire enterprises with the power of digital platforms, thereby enabling our clients to innovate on business 
models, drive game-changing efficiency and amplify human potential. Our platforms portfolio across Automation (AssistEdge), Document AI (XtractEdge), and Supply 
Chain (TradeEdge) helps inspire global enterprises to discover & automate processes, digitize & structure unstructured data and unlock the power of the network by 
integrating value chain partners. EdgeVerve, with a deep-rooted entrepreneurial culture, our innovations are helping global corporations across financial services, 
insurance, retail, consumer & packaged goods, life sciences, manufacturing telecom and utilities, and more.
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www.edgeverve.com
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About XtractEdge Contract Analysis
XtractEdge Contract Analysis helps you identify key clauses and terms, mitigate contractual risks and reduce the negotiation cycle by extracting insights from contracts. 
It leverages advanced ML techniques, including Computer Vision and NLP to help customers achieve complete control over their contractual documents to make 
smarter business decisions. 
EdgeVerve. Possibilities Unlimited.
https://www.edgeverve.com/xtractedge-contract-analysis/


